ADVS Assessment [2019-2020]
Emphasis: Equine Science and Management
Disciplinary Knowledge [DK]: Learning Outcome [LO] #6
Semester/Course: Fall 2019: ADVS 2190: Horse Production
Artifact: Equine Care Discussion

The Equine Care Discussion is an assessment of DKLO #6. This assessment measures the student’s ability to integrate knowledge from basic sciences to applications in the animal sciences by creating a discussion about an equine disease and expounding on the physiological components that would be used in a diagnosis.

6. Integrate knowledge from basic sciences to applications in the animal sciences.

![Pie chart showing student measures on DK:LO#6]

- **Exceeds Mastery, 27, 79%**
- **Limited Mastery, 5, 15%**
- **Emerging Mastery, 0, 0%**
- **No Mastery, 2, 6%**